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Dyson dc23 motorhead manual

OPERATING MANUAL 2 click 1 4 5 3 click click click WASH FILTER Wash filter with cold water at least every 3 months. ASSEMBLY DC23 MOTORHEAD REGISTER YOUR DYSON 2 YEAR GUARANTEE TODAY Page 2 3 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER YOUR DYSON 2 YEAR GUARANTEE REGISTER BY MAIL Complete and return the form to Dyson in the
envelope supplied. REGISTER BY PHONE Call our dedicated Helpline. REGISTER ONLINE Visit our website to register your Dyson full parts and labour guarantee online (Australia and New Zealand only). AU: www.dyson.com.au/register NZ: www.dyson.co.nz/register AU 1800 239 766 NZ 0800 397 667 SG 7000 435 7546 ID 021 707 39766 2 Note
your serial number for future reference This illustration is for example purposes only. Your Dyson appliance will be covered for parts and labour for 2 years from the date of purchase, as detailed in the terms of the Dyson guarantee on page 9 of this Dyson Operating Manual.Page 3 IMPORTANT SAFETY PRECAUTIONS READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE USING THIS APPLIANCE When using an electrical appliance, basic precautions should always be followed, including the following: WARNING TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE, ELECTRIC SHOCK, OR INJURY: 1. Do not leave the Dyson appliance when plugged in. Unplug from socket when not in use and before servicing. 2. Do not use
outdoors or on wet surfaces. Suitable for dry locations only. Do not use to pick up water. 3. Do not allow to be used as a toy. Close attention is necessary when used by or near children. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the Dyson appliance. 4. This Dyson appliance is not intended for use by young children or infirm
persons with reduced physical, sensory or reasoning capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction by a responsible person concerning use of the Dyson appliance to ensure that they can use the Dyson appliance safely. 5. Use only as described in this manual. Use only Dyson recommended
accessories and replacement parts. Do not carry out any maintenance other than that shown in this manual, or advised by the Dyson Customer Care Helpline. Contact the Dyson Customer Care Helpline when service or repair is required. Do not disassemble the Dyson appliance as incorrect reassembly may result in an electric shock or fire. 6. Do not
use with a damaged cable or plug. If the Dyson appliance is not working as it should, has been dropped, damaged, left outdoors, or dropped into water, do not use and contact the Dyson Customer Care Helpline. If the supply cable is damaged it must be replaced by Dyson, its service agent or similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard. 7. Do
not pull or carry by cable, use cable as a handle, close a door on cable, or pull cable around sharp edges or corners. Do not run the Dyson appliance over cable. Keep cable away from heated surfaces. To avoid a tripping hazard rewind the cable when not in use. 8. Always extend the cable to the red line but do not stretch or tug the cable. 9. Do not
unplug by pulling on the cable. To unplug, grasp the plug, not the cable. 10. Do not handle the plug or Dyson appliance with wet hands.11. Do not put any object into openings. Do not use with any opening blocked; keep free of dust, lint, hair, and anything that may reduce airflow. 12. Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers, and all parts of body away from
openings and moving parts, such as the brush bar. Do not point the hose, wand or tools at your eyes or ears or put them in your mouth. 13. Turn off all controls before unplugging.14. Use extra care when cleaning on stairs. Do not work with the Dyson appliance above you on the stairs.15. Do not use to pick up flammable or combustible liquids, such
as petrol, or use in areas where they or their vapours may be present. 16. Do not pick up anything that is burning or smoking, such as cigarettes, matches, or hot ashes.17. Do not use without the clear bin and filter in place.18. Hold the plug when rewinding onto cable reel. Do not allow the plug to whip when rewinding.19. The use of an extension
cable is not recommended.20. The hose contains electrical wires. Check regularly and do not use when damaged, cut or punctured. Avoid picking up sharp objects. Do not use to suck up water and do not immerse in water for cleaning. 21. Always turn off the Dyson appliance before connecting or disconnecting either hose or motorised brush bar.
READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS THIS DYSON APPLIANCE IS INTENDED FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY 3 Do not pull on the cable. Do not store near heat sources. Do not use near naked flame. Do not run over the cable. Do not pick up water or liquids. Do not pick up burning objects. Do not use above you on the stairs. Do not put hands
near the brush bar when the appliance is in use. Dyson DC23 CANISTER VACUUM - Use Manual - Use Guide PDF. Documents: Go to donwload! Owner's manual - (English, Portuguese, Spanish) User care Dyson DC23 CANISTER VACUUM VacuumCLEARING BLOCKAGES – THERMAL CUT-OUT• Large items may block the tools or wand inlet. If this
happens, do not operate the wand release catch. Switch ‘OFF’ and unplug, then remove blockage.• This machine is fitted with an automatically resetting thermal cut-out. If any part becomes blocked the machine may overheat and automatically cut-out.• Switch ‘OFF’ and unplug. Leave to cool down for 1-2 hours before checking the filter or for
blockages.• Clear any blockage before restarting.• Clearing blockages is not covered by your warrantyLOOKING AFTER YOUR Dyson MACHINE• Do not use without the clear bin and filter in place.• Fine dirt such as plaster dust or flour should only be vacuumed in very small amounts.• Do not use the machine to pick up sharp hard objects, small
toys, pins, paper clips, etc. They may damage the machine.• When vacuuming, certain carpets may generate small static charges in the clear bin or wand. These are harmless and are not associated with the main electricity supply.• To minimise any effect from this, do not put your hand or insert any object into the clear bin unless you have first
emptied it and rinsed it out with cold water (see ‘Cleaning the clear bin’).• Do not work with the machine above you on the stairs.• Do not put the machine on chairs, tables, etc.• Before vacuuming highly polished floors, such as wood or linoleum, first check that the underside of the floor tool and its brushes are free from foreign objects that could
cause marking.• Do not push hard with the floor tool when vacuuming, as this may cause damage.• Do not leave the cleaner head in one place on delicate floors.• On waxed floors the movement of the cleaner head may create an uneven luster. If this happens, wipe with a damp cloth, polish the area with wax, and wait for it to dry.• Do not use this
machineNewest Added: DC26 CANISTER VACUUM DC47 CANISTER VACUUM BALL CANISTER VACUUM BIG BALL CANISTER VACUUM CINETIC BIG BALL CANISTER VACUUMTags: Dyson DC23, Dyson DC14, Dyson DC14 User Manual, Dyson 360 EYEPage 2Dyson DC14 Drive Vacuum - Use Manual - Use Guide PDF. Documents: Go to
donwload! Owner's manual - (English) Drive Vacuum Owner's Manual Dyson model DC14Table Of ContentsImportant safety instructions Box contentsAssemblingUsing your DCWashing your filterUsing your DC14 toolsEmptying the Clear binTMCleaning the Clear binTMClearing blockagesBrushbar maintenanceOptional accessory use and
maintenanceTroubleshooting tipsLimited warranty and customer careUsing your DC14The machine is intended for domestic use only.Fine dust such as plaster dust or flour should only be vacuumed in very small amounts.Do not press the cyclone release button while carrying the machine, or it could fall and cause injury.Ensure the cyclone pack is
secured to the machine.Do not shake the machine while carrying, or it could fall and cause injury.Keep hair and loose fabrics away from wand cap when machine is on.Use machine in bare floors mode for bare or delicate flooring, rugs, and carpets.Ensure the machine is in an upright position before adjusting the setting.After plugging machine into
electric outlet, press on/off button A, push cleaner head down with foot and pull handle towards you.Brush control systemBare floors: Use this setting to stop brushbar from turning when vacuuming bare or delicate flooring, rugs, and carpets.Carpets: Use this setting so brushbar turns when vacuuming non-delicate surfaces. tip The brushbar will not
turn until you tilt the handle backwards to begin vacuuming.Consult your flooring manufacturer’s recommended instructions before vacuuming and caring for your flooring, rugs, and carpets. Some carpets will fuzz if a rotating brushbar is used when vacuuming. If this happens, we recommend vacuuming in bare floors mode and consulting with your
flooring manufacturer.Newest Added: 303117-01 249230-01 N475 305158-01 305571-01 UP20 Ball Animal 2Tags: Dyson Vacuum Cleaners User Manuals, Dyson Vacuum Cleaners Use Manual, Dyson Am11, Dyson Ball Animal 2 Manual, Manual Dyson 308247-01 AM11 Air Purifier, Dyson Lightcycle Morph, Dyson Pure Cool MePage 3
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